UPSC Medical Science Optional

Books for Medical Science Paper-I

1. Human Anatomy—B D Chaurasia
2. Embryology from I B Singh;
3. Human Physiology– Ganong; Guyton and A.K. Jain book
5. Pathology– Robbins, and Cotran
6. Textbook of PATHOLOGY- Harsh Mohan
7. Essentials of Medical Pharmacology-K D Tripathi
8. Illustrated Reviews Pharmacology -Lippincott
9. Microbiology– D R Arora
10. Medical Parasitology- D R Arora
11. Ananthanarayan and Paniker’s Textbook of Microbiology
12. Essentials of Forensic medicine and Toxicology- Dr. K S Narayan Reddy
13. Park Textbook of Preventive and Social Medicine- K Park

Books for Medical Science Paper-II

1. General Medicine textbook of medicine- S N Chugh
5. Clinical surgery- S Das.
6. Paediatrics– Essential Paediatrics by O P Ghai, Paul and Bagga.
7. Practical Aspects Of Paediatrics- Dr. Mayoor K Chheda
8. Illustrated Synopsis of Dermatology and Sexually Transmitted Diseases- Dr. Neena Khanna.
9. Textbook Of Obstetrics-D.C. Dutt